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Abstract

Web Usage Mining is the approach of applying data mining techniques to large
Web data repositories in order to extract usage patterns. As with many data mining
application domains, the identi cation of patterns that are considered interesting is a
problem that must be solved in addition to simply generating them. A necessary step in
identifying interesting results is quantifying what is considered uninteresting in order to
form a basis for comparison. Several research e orts have relied on manually generated
sets of uninteresting rules. However, manual generation of a comprehensive set of
evidence about beliefs for a particular domain is impractical in many cases. Generally,
domain knowledge can be used to automatically create evidence for or against a set of
beliefs. This paper develops a quantitative model based on support logic for determining
the interestingness of discovered patterns. For Web Usage Mining, there are three
types of domain information available; usage, content, and structure. This paper also
describes algorithms for using these three types of information to automatically identify
interesting knowledge. These algorithms have been incorporated into the Web Site
Information Filter (WebSIFT) system and examples of interesting frequent itemsets
automatically discovered from real Web data are presented.
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1 Introduction and Background
The World Wide Web continues to expand at an amazing rate as a medium for conducting
business and disseminating information. Even with evolving standards and technology, the
ability to thoroughly analyze the usage of a Web site remains, and will grow, as an important
capability for Web administrators. Design of a Web site centers around organizing the
information on each page and the hypertext links between the pages in a way that seems
most natural to the site users, to facilitate their browsing. For small sites, an individual Web
designer's intuition along with some straightforward usage statistics may be adequate for
predicting and verifying the users' browsing behavior. However, as the size and complexity of
a Web site increases, the statistics provided by existing Web log analysis tools [WLA, HLC,
FWP] may prove inadequate, and more sophisticated types of analyses will be necessary.
Web Usage Mining, which is the application of data mining techniques to large Web data
repositories, adds powerful techniques to the tools available to a Web site administrator for
analyzing Web site usage.
Web Usage Mining techniques developed in [CMS99, CPY96, SZAS97, SF98, ZXH98,
PE98] have been used to discover frequent itemsets, association rules [AS94], clusters of
similar pages and users, sequential patterns [MTV95], and perform path analysis [CPY96].
Several research e orts [NW97, JFM97] have considered usage information for performing
Web Content Mining [CMS97]. An overview of some of the challenges involved in Web
Content Mining is given in [Vai98].
The notion of what makes discovered knowledge interesting has been addressed in [PSM94,
ST96, LHC97, PT98]. A common theme among the various criteria for interestingness is the
concept of novelty or unexpectedness of a rule. Results that were previously known by the
data analyst are not considered interesting. In Web Usage Mining, as with many data mining domains, thresholds for values such as support and con dence are often used to limit
the number of discovered rules to a manageable number. However, high thresholds rarely
discover any knowledge that was not previously known and low thresholds usually result in
an unmanageable number of rules. The approach advocated by [LHC97, PT98] is to identify
a set of beliefs, and use the set as a lter for identifying interesting rules. Rules that con rm
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existing beliefs are deemed uninteresting.
In a more general sense, both the discovered knowledge and any expectations de ned
from domain knowledge can be considered as pieces of evidence providing support for or
against a particular belief. There can be multiple sources of evidence pertaining to any
given belief about a domain, some of them possibly contradictory. Also, as pointed out
in [LHC97], evidence about some of the beliefs is likely to represent vague concepts, and
require a framework with fuzzy logic [Zad79] capabilities. While the frameworks developed
in [LHC97] and [PT98] are designed to handle some of these conditions, neither can handle
all of them. Fortunately, the problem can be mapped to Baldwin's support logic [Bal87]
framework. Support logic is speci cally designed to handle reasoning about multiple sources
of evidence with both boolean and fuzzy logic. The framework is built around de ning
support pairs for every piece of evidence.1
Another problem that exists with the identi cation of interesting results is the generation of an initial set of evidence about beliefs from domain knowledge. Both [LHC97]
and [PT98] rely on manually generated sets of evidence. For [PT98], beliefs are only de ned
as interesting if there is con icting evidence, so unless a fairly comprehensive set is created,
many interesting results can be missed. [LHC97] has a broader de nition of interestingness
that includes results that provide evidence about a belief not covered by domain knowledge.
However, without a comprehensive set of evidence from domain knowledge, this method will
end up misclassifying many results.
The Web Usage Mining domain has several types of information available that can be used
as surrogates for domain knowledge. Using this information, a large and fairly comprehensive
set of evidence can be automatically generated to e ectively lter out uninteresting results
from the Web Usage Mining process.
The speci c contributions of this paper are:

 Development of a general quantitative model of what determines the interestingness of
discovered knowledge, based on Baldwin's support logic framework [Bal87].

 Development of an approach for the automatic creation of an initial set of evidence
In order to avoid confusion with the standard data mining de nition of support, Baldwin's support pairs
will be referred to as evidenc e pairs for the rest of this paper.
1
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about a belief set.

 Identi cation of speci c algorithms for automated discovery of interesting rules in the
Web Usage Mining domain.

 Presentation of results from a Web Usage Mining system called the Web Site Information Filter (WebSIFT) system, using data collected from an actual Web site.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de nes the di erent types of
Web data and information abstractions suitable for usage mining. Section 3 develops a
general support logic based framework for de ning and combining evidence about a domain.
A formal de nition of interestingness is also given in this section. Section 4 presents an
overview of the WebSIFT system and Section 5 describes algorithms used by the WebSIFT
system for automatically identifying interesting rules and patterns. Section 6 summarizes
some results from tests of the WebSIFT system on a Web server log. Finally, section 7
provides conclusions.

2 Data Sources and Information Abstractions
Web Usage Mining analysis can potentially use many di erent kinds of data sources, as
discussed in [PPR96]. This paper classi es such data into the following broad types2 :

 Content: The real data in the Web pages, i.e. the data the Web page was designed to
convey to the users. This usually consists of, but is not limited to text and graphics.

 Structure: The data which describes the organization of the content. Intra-page
structure information includes HTML or XML tags of various kinds, the sequence
in which they appear, etc. The principal kind of inter-page structure information is
hyper-links connecting one page to another.

Active data, which includes the di erent kinds of code fragments contained in a Web page such as applets
and scripts, along with dynamic HTML, are becoming more prominent in the Web, but are not addressed
in this paper.
2
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 Usage: The data that describes the pattern of usage of Web pages, such as IP ad-

dresses, page references, and the date/time of accesses. This information can be obtained from Web server logs.

 Administrative: Administrative data includes information that can not be automatically obtained from the server logs. This includes user registration data, etc.

Several information abstractions can be derived from one or more types of data listed
above, which in turn can be used to perform di erent kinds of analyses. The following
abstractions are used in this paper:

 Page view: Due to the stateless connection model of the HTTP protocol, a single
request by a user in the form of a mouse click on a hypertext link often results in
several le requests in addition to the HTML page. This group of les make up what
is sometimes referred to as a page view. By using the intra-page structure, all of the
les for a particular page view can easily be identi ed in a server log and aggregated
into a single data structure.

 Click-stream: A click-stream is the sequence of pages accessed by a user (or group of

users) during navigation of the Web. In general such a click-stream spans multiple web
sites, with one or more visits to a particular site, making its construction an especially
challenging problem. In addition, a number of service requests are ful lled directly
from proxy servers or local caches, about which the Web server has no information at
all, and thus there can be substantial gaps in the click stream.

 User transaction: It is widely believed that individual HTTP requests is too ne

a granularity to analyze user behavior. However, this is exactly the level at which
data is collected in Web server logs. [CMS99] has identi ed the concept of a Web
user transaction, which is a unit of meaningful interaction between the user and the
Web server. This is done by clustering a sequence of HTTP requests from a user, with
sucient proximity in time, into a user transaction.

 Page type: Web pages can be classi ed into various types based on their content,

structure and other attributes. For example, the ratio of the number of links in a page
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to the number of text units (say words) can be used as a measure for classifying pages
into various types such as navigational, content, or hybrid. This issue is discussed in
detail in [CMS99].
Various kinds of analyses can be performed on these abstractions to extract knowledge
useful for a variety of applications. A speci c type of analysis is to make assertions about
the aggregate usage behavior of all users who visit pages of a Web site. For example, the
assertion can be made that a pair of pages that have structural proximity (due to hyperlinks
between them) and/or content proximity (since they have information on closely related
topics), are likely to be visited together often. Analysis of structure and content information
can be used to make the initial assertion, and subsequent analysis of usage data can be used
to examine the truth of such an assertion.
Note that in the above assertion, words such as likely and often are used rather than will
and always. In an inductive analysis scenario with many sources of uncertainty as identi ed
above, the rst set of words more accurately captures the nature of assertions that can
be made, making standard predicate logic too brittle a reasoning framework. Hence, the
framework of support logic [Bal87] is used for analysis, as described in the next section.

3 Evaluation of Beliefs in a Support Logic Framework
3.1 Measures of Interestingness
The ultimate goal of any data mining e ort is to provide the analyst with results that are
interesting and relevant to the task at hand. [ST96] de nes two types of interestingness
measures - objective and subjective. Objective measures rate rules based on the data used
in the mining process. Thresholds on objective measures such as con dence,support, or chisquare [BMS97] are invaluable for reducing the number of generated rules, but often fall well
short of the goal of only reporting rules that are of potential interest to the analyst.
For subjective measures of interestingness, [ST96] de nes two criteria to evaluate rules
and patterns. A rule is unexpected if it is \surprising" to the data analyst, and actionable if
the analyst can act on it to his advantage. The degree to which a rule is actionable depends
{5{

on its application. Consider the use of association rules to restructure a Web site. Since
the topology or content of a Web site can be modi ed based on any discovered information,
all rules are actionable for this application. [PT98] formally de nes the unexpectedness of
a rule in terms of its deviation from a set of beliefs. [LHC97] has a broader de nition of
interestingness that includes discovered rules that are not speci cally covered by an initial
set of beliefs. In other words, a rule that doesn't contradict an existing belief, but points
out a relationship that hadn't even been considered is also interesting. While both [LHC97]
and [PT98] give examples of small sets of manually generated beliefs, neither addresses the
issue of automated generation of a realistic belief set from a large amount of data.

3.2 Support Logic
A more general way to look at the problem of identifying the interestingness of discovered
patterns is to consider each piece of information in terms of the evidence it gives for or
against a given logical statement (belief). Baldwin's support logic [Bal87, RB89] provides a
framework for this point of view. For a belief B, evidence collected for or against B can be
used to form an evidence pair, [en; ep], where:

en
ep
(1 ? ep)
(1 ? en)
(ep ? en)

= necessary evidence in support of B
= possible evidence in support of B

(1)
(2)

= necessary evidence in support of :B
= possible evidence in support of :B

(3)
(4)

= uncertainty of B

(5)

The values of en and ep must satisfy the constraint:

en + (1 ? ep)  1

(6)

Figure 1 shows the concepts that map to each region of a belief scale, given en and ep.
As an example, assume that evidence has been collected about the belief B(X; Y ), that Web
pages X and Y are related. If all of the evidence is in support of B(X; Y ), the evidence pair
{6{

Evidence
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0

Evidence
against belief

Degree of
Uncertainty

ep

en

1

Figure 1: Evidence pair values for a belief
is [1; 1]. On the other extreme, if all of the evidence is against B(X; Y ), the evidence pair
is [0; 0]. If the data leads to a 25% degree of belief that B(X; Y ) is true, and a 40% degree
of belief that B(X; Y ) is false, then [0:25; 0:6] would represent the appropriate evidence
pair. This says that the degree of uncertainty about B(X; Y ) is 35%. Finally, if there is no
evidence pertaining to B(X; Y ), the evidence pair is [0; 1], giving an uncertainty of 100%.
Independent of the type of the source for generating an evidence pair, pairs can be combined
per Baldwin's support logic programming calculus [Bal87] to obtain a single evidence pair per
belief. The basic rules are as follows:
If B : [e1n; e1p] AND B : [e2n ; e2p] are two independent evidence
pairs about belief B, then conclude B : [en; ep], where

K = 1 ? e1n(1 ? e2p) ? e2n (1 ? e1p )
(7)
en = [e1n e2n + e1n (e2p ? e2n) + e2n (e1p ? e1n)]=K
(8)
1 ? ep = [(1 ? e1n)(1 ? e2n) + (e1n ? e1p)(1 ? e2n ) + (e2n ? e2p)(1 ? e1n )]=K (9)
All beliefs have a default evidence pair value of [0,1] until some data is introduced that
pertains to that belief. As subsequent data relevant to a belief is analyzed, the evidence pair
can be updated using equations 7, 8, and 9. For any data mining domain, the rules that are
generated can be used to initialize a set of evidence pairs. A second set of evidence pairs can
be generated from domain knowledge. This is shown conceptually in Figure 2, where the
rectangle represents all of the beliefs that can be held about a particular domain. The region
where the ovals overlap represents the set of beliefs that have evidence pairs from both the
mined knowledge and the domain knowledge. This region is split into evidence pairs that
{7{

Set of all Beliefs about a domain
Beliefs with
evidence from
mined
knowledge

1

Beliefs with
evidence from
domain
knowledge

2
reinforce

3
conflict

4

Regions
1: Beliefs with only
mined evidence.
2: Beliefs with
reinforcing evidence.
3: Beliefs with conflicting
evidence.
4: Beliefs with only
domain evidence.
5: Beliefs with no
evidence.

5

Figure 2: Evidence collected about a set of beliefs
reinforce each other, and evidence pairs that con ict with each other. An interesting result
is a belief with evidence pairs from each source that are signi cantly di erent from each
other. \Signi cantly di erent" can be determined by setting threshold values for di erences
in both en and ep. The formal de nition of interesting is as follows:
For a belief, B with an interestingness pair I (ni; pi), where

ni = je1n ? e2nj
pi = je1p ? e2pj
B is interesting if:
ni > Tn OR pi > Tp
where
Tn = necessary evidence threshold
Tp = possible evidence threshold

(10)
(11)
(12)

The ability to set di erent thresholds for changes in the evidence for or against a certain
belief can be important in domains where one is more signi cant than the other3 . Since
the interestingness of a belief is de ned by a real-valued pair, an ordering among interesting
For example, in anomaly detection such as credit card fraud, a small change in the evidence for an
occurrence of fraud is probably more interesting to an analyst than a larger change in the evidence against
a fraud occurring.
3
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Table 1: Comparison of Mined and Domain Knowledge Boolean Evidence Pairs
Mined
Domain Combined Figure 2 Interesting
Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge Region
Belief
[0,0]
[0,0]
[0,0]
2
No
[0,0]
[0,1]
[0,0]
1
Yes
[0,0]
[1,1]
Null
3
Yes
[0,1]
[0,0]
[0,0]
4
Yes
[0,1]
[0,1]
[0,1]
5
No
[0,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]
4
Yes
[1,1]
[0,0]
Null
3
Yes
[1,1]
[0,1]
[1,1]
1
Yes
[1,1]
[1,1]
[1,1]
2
No

beliefs can also be established. In the simplest case, all evidence is either 100% for a belief,
100% against a belief, or there is no evidence about a belief. This leads to nine di erent
cases that can occur when comparing the mined knowledge to domain knowledge. These are
shown in Table 1 along with the number of the region in Figure 2 that each case maps to,
and whether or not the belief is considered interesting. For the two cases where the mined
knowledge and domain knowledge are in complete disagreement, the combined evidence
pair is \Null." This is because completely contradictory evidence can not, and should not
be automatically reconciled. Note that the de nitions of interestingness from both [PT98]
and [LHC97] are included in this framework. The [PT98] de nition maps to region 3 of
Figure 2 and the [LHC97] de nition maps to regions 1 and 3. However, as shown in Table 1,
the support logic framework also includes beliefs that fall into region 4 as interesting. These
are the beliefs with evidence from domain knowledge that the mined knowledge does not
address.

3.3 Generation of Belief Sets for Web Usage Mining
For Web Usage Mining, there are two sets of domain knowledge from which evidence pairs
can be created; the content and structure data. The task of reconciling con icting evidence
from the content and structure data falls under the category of Web Content Mining, which
is beyond the scope of this paper. The assumption is that content and structure data can
{9{

Table 2: Examples of Web Usage Information that will be automatically agged as Interesting
Mined Knowledge Domain Knowledge
Source
General Usage
Site Structure
Statistics
General Usage
Site Content
Statistics
Frequent Itemsets Site Structure
Usage Clusters

Site Content

Interesting Belief Example

The head page is not the
most common entry point for users
A page that is designed to
provide content is being used as a
navigation page
A frequent itemset contains
pages that are not directly linked
A usage cluster contains
pages from multiple content clusters

be used as surrogates for the Web site designer's domain knowledge. Links between pages
provide evidence in support of those pages being related. The stronger the topological
connection is between a set of pages, the higher the value of en is set for the evidence pair.
Evidence pairs based on the site content can also be automatically generated by looking
at content similarity, and assigning values of en and ep based on the calculated \distance"
between pages. Table 2 gives some examples of the types of interesting beliefs that can be
identi ed in the Web Usage Mining domain using the framework described in the previous
section.
As a quantitative example, consider a Web page that is used 70% of the time as a content
page and 30% of the time as a navigation page, as determined from a Web server log. This
would lead to an evidence pair equal to [0.7,0.7] for the belief that the page is a content page.
By looking at the page content and structure, an evidence pair equal to [0.6,0.9] might be
created. This means that the interestingness of the belief that this page is a content page
is I (0.1,0.2), based on equations 10 and 11. Essentially, the content and structure con rm
the usage of the page, and unless the interestingness thresholds are set fairly low, the belief
that this page is a content page would not be considered interesting.

{ 10 {
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User Session
File
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Rules, Patterns,
and Statistics

"Interesting"
Rules, Patterns,
and Statistics

Figure 3: High Level Web Usage Mining Process

4 The WebSIFT System
The WebSIFT system, which is based on the WEBMINER prototype [CMS97], divides the
Web Usage Mining process into three main parts, as shown in Figure 3. For a particular Web
site, the three server logs - access, referrer, and agent, the HTML les that make up the site,
and any optional data such as registration data or remote agent logs provide the information
to construct the di erent information abstractions de ned in Section 2. The preprocessing
phase uses the input data to construct a user session le, which is the best estimate of the
user's browsing behavior based on the methods and heuristics discussed in [CMS99]. In
addition to being used to derive a site topology, the site les are used to classify the pages
of a site. Both the site topology and page classi cations are then fed into the information
lter, which is described in detail in the next section.
The knowledge discovery phase uses existing data mining techniques to generate rules
and patterns. Included in this phase is the generation of general usage statistics, such as
number of \hits" per page, page most frequently accessed, most common starting page, and
average time spent on each page. The discovered information is then fed into various pattern
analysis tools. The WebSIFT system, shown in detail in Figure 4, has been implemented
using a relational database, procedural SQL, and the Java programming language. Java
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Database Connectivity (JDBC) drivers are used to interface with the database. Although
algorithms have been identi ed and tested for individual portions of the system, only the
generation and ltering of frequent itemsets, association rules, and general statistics is fully
automated at this time.

5 Filtering of Knowledge based on Interestingness
The current implementation of the WebSIFT system uses two di erent ways to identify
interesting results from a list of discovered association rules. The rst approach corresponds
to nding all the rules that fall into region 1 of Figure 2, the beliefs with only mined evidence
(BME). This is accomplished by declaring rules that contain pages not directly connected
to each other to be interesting. In the second approach, the WebSIFT information lter
attempts to identify beliefs with only domain evidence (BDE). Since the site structure maps
to the belief set of what pages should be accessed together, the absence of rules containing
these directly linked pages should be interesting. This algorithm will use the site structure to
construct pairs of connected pages, and declare the pairs that are missing from the discovered
knowledge to be interesting. Frequent itemsets, a more basic form of mined knowledge,
are used as the input for the algorithms. Interesting frequent itemsets can be converted
to association rules or sequential patterns if so desired. In both approaches, the discovered
itemsets that fall into the reinforcing evidence region will be labeled as uninteresting. Because
both the domain evidence from the site structure and mined evidence from the frequent
itemsets only provide evidence in support of a given belief, there will be no con icting sets
of evidence (region 3 of Figure 2).

5.1 The BME Algorithm
The BME algorithm removes uninteresting itemsets that con rm directly connected pages.
The site structure can be modeled as a graph, with pages as nodes and hypertext links as
edges. In this conceptual model, the algorithm for determining interesting frequent itemsets
nds the number of connected components required to cover all pages in an itemset. If a
single connected component can represent all the pages in an itemset, this con rms the belief
{ 12 {
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Figure 4: WebSIFT Architecture
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Figure 5: Sample Web Site|Arrows between the pages represent hypertext links
that the connected pages will be accessed together, and such an itemset is declared to be
uninteresting. Conversely, if it requires more than one connected component to cover all of
the itemset pages, this frequent itemset is reported as interesting.

5.1.1 Notation
The site structure can be represented as an undirected graph SG = (VSG ; ESG), where VSG
is a set of nodes representing the pages at the site, and ESG is a set of edges that represent
the hyperlinks connecting these pages.
A set of frequent itemsets is denoted as F = fI1; I2 ;    ; Ik g where each Ij  VSG (8j :
1  j  k) is an itemset. Each itemset Ij can be represented as an undirected graph
FGj = (VFG ; EFG ), where VFG is the set of all items in Ij and EFG corresponds to the set of
undirected edges that are present among these items in the site graph SG. Note that SG is
represented as an undirected graph since the only concern is whether or not the components
of the graph are connected.
j

j

j

j

5.1.2 Example
As an example of how the algorithm works, consider the Web site depicted in Figure 5
and the set of frequent itemsets shown in Table 3. Initially, the set of frequent itemsets is
pruned to remove itemsets that are proper subsets of larger itemsets. At the end of this
pruning step, F contains only ff B,E g, f C,E g, f A,B,C g g (single item frequent itemsets
{ 14 {

Table 3: Frequent itemsets for sample Web site
Size
Single Item
Two Item
Three Item

Sets
fAg,fBg,fCg,fEg,fGg
fA Bg,fA Cg,fB Cg,fB Eg,fC Eg
fA B Cg

Table 4: The BME Algorithm
Algorithm BME
1. let SG = ( SG SG ) denotes the site structure
2. let F = f 1 2    n g denotes the discovered frequent itemsets
3. for each itemset 2 F do
4. if 9 2 F such that I  J
5.
then remove I from F
6. for each itemset 2 F do
7. FG CreateGraph( SG );
8.
if Connected(FG) 1 then add i to Result
9. end;
V

;E

I ;I ;

;I

I

J

i

i; E
>

are not used in this algorithm). Next, for each of the remaining itemsets, the algorithm uses
the site structure to determine the number of connected components in the itemset. If there
are two or more connected components, the itemset is declared to be interesting. It can
be easily seen from Figure 5 that f C, E g is the only itemset that creates more than one
connected component. Hence, it is the only itemset declared to be interesting by the BME
algorithm.

5.1.3 Algorithm and Complexity Analysis
Initially, the set of frequent itemsets F is pruned to remove all the proper subsets (lines
3 to 5 of Table 4). Next, for each remaining itemset, an undirected graph FG is constructed
based on the page references within the itemset (line 7). The Connected() function returns
the number of connected components of the graph FG. If the itemset generates more than
one connected component, it is added to the Result set.
The analysis of the above algorithm can be done as follows. Let n be the number of
pruned frequent itemsets, ki = jIij, and m is the average time to determine if two itemsets are
connected to one another. The time complexity of this algorithm is T = Pni=1 kim. Assuming
{ 15 {

Table 5: The BFE Algorithm

Algorithm BFE
1. let S = ( SG SG ) denote the site structure
2. let F = f 1 2    k g denote the discovered frequent itemsets
3. for each pair ( ) where 2 SG , 2 SG , 6= do
4. if ( ) 2 SG
5.
then insert f g into Temp
6. Result ! Temp ? F
V

;E

i ;i ;

;i

i; j

i; j

i

V

j

V

i

j

E

i; j

kmax is the size of the largest itemset, the worst-case time complexity is O(mnkmax).

5.2 The BDE Algorithm
As previously discussed, if two pages are directly linked but do not occur together in a
frequent itemset, this information can be as important as the existence of frequent itemsets
that are not supported by the site structure. The essential idea of this algorithm is to generate
all pairs of connected pages based on the site structure, and then perform a pruning step by
removing the pairs that already exist in the discovered frequent itemsets.

5.2.1 Example
Consider again the graph shown in Figure 5 and the set of discovered frequent itemsets given
in Table 3. Further, suppose that only pages A, B, C, E, and G are visited often enough to
meet the minimum support threshold (this is the list of single item frequent itemsets). Based
on the site structure, the following set of connected pages are generated : f (A,B), (A,C),
(B,E), (B,G) g. Upon removing the itemsets found in the discovered knowledge (Table 3),
only f(B,G)g is reported as interesting.

5.2.2 Algorithm and Complexity Analysis
For each pair of page references in the site structure, the algorithm checks if there is an
edge connecting them (line 4 of Table 5). If so, the pair of pages is added to the Temp set
(line 5) . The nal result is obtained by removing the itemsets that appear in the discovered
frequent itemsets from the Temp set (line 6).
{ 16 {

The above algorithm has a time complexity of O(jVSGj2). This can be improved by
performing a depth- rst search on the site structure and adding the pair fi; parent(i)g into
the Temp set every time a new node i is discovered. Such an algorithm will have a complexity
of O(jVSGj + jESG j).

6 Exp erimental Evaluation
6.1 Exp erimental Design
The experiments described in this section were performed on a Web server log from the
University of Minnesota Department of Computer Science and Engineering Web site;
http://www.cs.umn.edu/. The server log collects data in the combined log format, with the
access, agent, and referrer data all collected in a single le. The log used was from eight
days in February, 1999. The physical size of the log was 19.3 MB and it consisted of 102,838
entries in its raw form. Once preprocessing was completed, there were 43,158 page views
divided among 10,609 user sessions.

6.2 Interesting Frequent Itemsets
A threshold of 0.1% for support was used to generate 693 frequent itemsets, with a maximum set size of six pages. There were 178 unique pages represented in all of the rules. Both
the BME and BDE algorithms described in the previous section were run on the frequent
itemsets. The BME algorithm resulted in 11 frequent itemsets being declared as potentially interesting, and the BDE algorithm resulted in 10 missing page pairs being declared
as potentially interesting. Tables 6 and 7 show the interesting results identi ed by each
algorithm.
Of the frequent itemsets shown in Table 6, the two about the graduate handbook (numbers 10 and 11) are of note because these pages are out-of-date. A page with the 1998-99
graduate handbook exists, and the links from all site pages to the older handbooks have
been removed. However, since the pages were not actually removed from the site, users with
bookmarks to the old handbooks continue to reference them, unaware that the informa{ 17 {

Table 6: Interesting frequent itemsets identi ed by BME algorithm
# Mined Support(%)
1
0.10
2
0.10
3
0.10
4
0.10
5
6

0.10
0.10

7
8
9
10
11

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.22
0.25

Related Pages
/Research/, /tech reports/
/employment/, /newsletter/
/faculty/, /newsletter/
/icra99/ICRA99-Index.htm, /icra99/Notice.html,
/icra99/TechnProgram.htm, /icra99/advanceprogram2.htm
/new/, /sem-coll/
/reg-info/98-99 schedule.html, /reg-info/ss1-99.html,
/reg-info/ss2-99.html
/Research/Agassiz/, /faculty/
/icra99/Notice.html, /icra99/best.html
/icra99/Proceeding-Order.htm, /icra99/Registration.htm
/grad-info/, /grad-info/97-98-grad-handbook.html
/grad-info/, /grad-info/96-97-grad-handbook.html

tion is out-of-date. The support of these itemsets is 0.25% and 0.22%, meaning they would
have been missed if the support had been set higher to limit the total number of itemsets
discovered.
In Table 7, the fourth pair of pages is of note because the sole purpose of the rst page
is as an entry page to a particular research group's pages. However, the link from the rst
page is ashing and located fairly low on the page. This indicates a design problem since
not all of the visitors from the rst page are visiting the second.

7 Conclusions
Using the support logic model, this paper has developed a general framework for determining
the interestingness of mined knowledge. The framework leverages the power of a robust logic
system based on fuzzy logic and evidential reasoning, that is capable of reasoning about
evidence from multiple sources about a given belief. Both reinforcing and con icting pieces
of evidence can be handled. In addition, automated methods for generating evidence in
support of beliefs have been de ned and tested for the Web Usage Mining domain. From
a set of almost 700 discovered frequent itemsets, 21 interesting itemsets were identi ed.
Of these 21 interesting itemsets, two identi ed out-of-date information that needed to be
{ 18 {

Table 7: Interesting page pairs identi ed by BDE algorithm
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Web Pages
/Research/Agassiz/agassiz pubs.html, /Research/Agassiz/agassiz people.html
/Research/GIMME/tclprop.html, /Research/GIMME/Nsync.html
/Research/airvl/minirob.html, /Research/airvl/loon.html
/Research/mmdbms/home.shtml, /Research/mmdbms/group.html
/newsletter/kumar.html, /newsletter/facop.html
/newsletter/letter.html, /newsletter/facop.html
/newsletter/letter.html, /newsletter/kumar.html
/newsletter/newfac.html, /newsletter/facop.html
/newsletter/newfac.html, /newsletter/kumar.html
/newsletter/newfac.htm, /newsletter/letter.html

removed from a Web site, and one pointed out an instance of poor page design.
Future work will include implementation and testing of an information lter that takes
full advantage of the fuzzy logic capabilities of the support logic framework. In addition,
evidence from both Web site structure and content will be combined prior to comparison
with usage evidence.
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